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Abstract. Current supply networks are embedded in dynamic and turbulent
environments, and must face the appearance of some disruptive events
throughout their life cycle. Disruptions are almost always accompanied by
negative effects, resulting on performance loss for both, the enterprises and the
network. The activation of proactive strategies will allow enterprises to reduce
this loss when a disruption appears. Enterprises must be aware of that the acti-
vated strategies must be aligned, so that they positively influence the objectives
and the performance indicators defined by all the network partners. This paper
proposes a simulation model to support enterprises in the decision-making on
which proactive strategies activate in order to be aligned, from a collaborative
perspective. The main aim is to limit the adverse effects produced by the dis-
ruptions. Such aligned strategies allow collaborative enterprises to move in the
same direction when a disruption appears. In addition the strategies enhance the
resilience and agility of both the enterprises and the network as well as positively
influence the objectives and the performance indicators defined by all the net-
work partners
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1 Introduction

The current global business environment, characterised by being unpredictable and
competitive, makes enterprises to be more exposed to disruptive events. This
encourages enterprises to change the way they work and to be more flexible in the
process of recovering themselves from disruptions. Thus, a new tendency is emerging
through the enterprises participation in Collaborative Networks (CN) [1]. Such par-
ticipation requires to restructure their internal operations, make information systems
interoperable, coordinate their production processes, align their strategies, share goals,
achieve suitable levels of trust, reach agreements in practices, and align values [2–4].
The benefits specifically associated with the strategies alignment have a great influence
on the CN success, since they are becoming a relevant issue for achieving competitive
advantages [4]. The participation in CNs allows enterprises to be more agile and
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resilient, and to increase the effectiveness in response to the effects of potential dis-
ruptive events [5]. Focusing on the strategies alignment process, carried out from a
collaborative perspective, Andres and Poler [6] consider in their approach the strategies
alignment to facilitate some of the conventional disruptions [7], such as the variability
of networks, global competition, complexity in supply chain and greater variety in
production.

When a disruption takes place, various independent enterprises are affected and
each one defines a set of strategies to deal with the negative repercussions that impact
its performance. These strategies can be proactively or reactively deployed [8]. Mitroff
and Alpasan [9] stated that resilient organizations are proactive and they recover sooner
and better from the disruptions. The decision of which proactive strategies to activate,
in order to deal with the disruptions, can be made from a collaborative or
non-collaborative perspective. This paper focuses on the proposal of a collaborative
and proactive solution through the Strategies Alignment Simulation Model (SASM).
SASM models the influences expected among the collaborative enterprises taking into
account the objectives defined and the proactive strategies formulated by all the net-
worked enterprises, modelling the influences exerted among them. The model is based
on the System Dynamics (SD) method and promotes the activation of those proactive
strategies that, being aligned, positively influence all objectives defined by all the
network partners; enabling them to reduce the loss of business performance, after a
disruptive event occurs.

In the light of this, the next research question appears:

What would be an adequate model to support enterprises in the decision making process of
selecting proactive strategies to be aligned, in order to efficiently deal with the unexpected
disruptive events, from a collaborative perspective?

The paper is organised as follows: Sect. 2 introduces the concept of disruption in
supply networks as define in the literature. In Sect. 3, the Strategies Alignment Sim-
ulation Model (SASM) is presented. A numerical example is described in Sect. 4,
applying the model to deal with a supply disruption. Finally in Sect. 5, conclusions and
future research lines are considered.

2 Supply Networks Disruptions

The term disruption, outlined by Barroso et al. [10], is defined as a predictable, or in
most cases unpredictable event that directly affects the common activity and stability of
an enterprise, thereby its performance. Sheffi and Rice [7] model the loss of business
performance, defining 8 phases that enterprises experience when a disruption occurs
(see Fig. 1): (i) preparation: companies anticipation and proactive attitude, (ii) disrup-
tive event: any situation that threatens the daily operation of a company, (iii) first
response: decision after reaction, (iv) initial impact: immediately disruption repercus-
sion, (v) total impact: medium or long term effects (once the disruption occurs, the
performance decreases significantly), (vi) preparation for recovery: starts in parallel
with the first response, (vii) recovery: the stage in which the company returns to the
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state before the disruption and (viii) long-term impact: the time companies need, after a
disruptive event, to recover (depending on the severity of the consequences).

Work that can be highlighted in the scope of supply network disruptions are: Wu
et al. [11] Disruption Analysis Network (DA_NET), determines how disruptions
propagate and affect supply networks, through the methodology. Sheffi and Rice [7]
focus their work on the disruptions classification so that can be easily identified and
overcame. Ivanov et al. [12] focus on the potential disruptions identification using the
Supply Chain Events Management (SCEM) or Sanchis and Poler [13] propose a cat-
egorization framework of disruptions as a starting point to evaluate the resilience
capacity of enterprises.

3 Strategies Alignment to Deal with Supply Disruptions

In order to reduce the performance loss and be more resilient against any disruption,
enterprises are encouraged to collaborate, and more concretely, to collaboratively align
their strategies [6, 14]. Therefore, a simulation model to collaboratively carry out the
strategies alignment process is developed. The strategies alignment model is designed
based on the assumption that the networked partners individually formulate a set of
proactive strategies to manage the appearance of potential disruptions. Thus, it is crucial
to collaboratively work to select those proactive strategies that are aligned, allowing the
network members to reduce the negative influences reflected in the Business Perfor-
mance (Key Performance Indicators, KPIs), when a disruptive event occurs (Fig. 1,
orange line). The SASM supports enterprises in the collaborative decision making
process of which strategies to activate in order to align their own strategies with the
strategies formulated by all the partners of the network.

3.1 Strategies Alignment Concept

In order to give the reader a better understanding of how the strategies alignment
process is treated in this paper, a definition of the concept strategies alignment is
hereafter presented.

Business Performance

Time

(vii) Recovery

(vi) Preparation
for Recovery(iv) Initial

Impact

(iii) First
Response

(i) Preparation

(ii) Disruptive Event (v) Time of Full Impact

(viii) Long 
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Fig. 1. Disruptions phases (adapted from Sheffi and Rice [7])
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It is widely known that the strategies are the set of actions raised to achieve the
defined objectives, i.e. minimise the performance loss derived from a disruption by
reducing the recovery time or cost, etc. Considering the work developed in [15], it is
assumed that the strategies alignment concept is defined as, the set of strategies, for-
mulated by all the network enterprises, whose activation positively influence the
achievement of all the objectives defined by all the partners, increasing their KPI levels.
The activation of the aligned strategies will promote the maximization of the positive
influences and the minimization of the negative influences, respectively at the network
level. Note: the concept of alignment is not the same as compatibility. Strategies are
compatible when they can be activated at the same time but do not have positive
influences on each other. The total benefit corresponds to the sum of the benefit
obtained by the activation of each strategy individually. Lets consider two enterprises ei
and ej, each one defines one objective oi and oj and formulates one strategy, Si and Sj. Si
and Sj are considered to be aligned when the activation of Si has a positive influence on
both objectives oi and oj and the same occurs with Sj. The strategies are aligned when
the total benefit obtained is higher than the sum of the benefits obtained by the acti-
vation of each strategy individually. The strategies alignment concept is mathemati-
cally described in [4].

3.2 Strategies Alignment Simulation Model (SASM)

Despite the importance of aligning strategies in a CN, in terms of avoiding partnership
conflicts and moving in the same direction when dealing with disruptive events, a gap
has been found in the literature with respect to the contributions of a holistic approach.
An approach that considers all the strategies formulated by all the partners, when
deciding which aligned strategies to activate in order deal with a disruption. To fill this
gap, this research aims to support the decision making process of identifying which of
the proactive strategies have to be activated, by a simulation model. The holistic
perspective, will allow modelling the strategies alignment process regardless the
strategies’ nature and the type of disruption facing, considering the CN context. The
proposed SASM allows the modelling the CN considering the elements that define the
strategies alignment process. These elements and the relations established among them
are represented through a causal and flow chart according to the SD Method [16]. For
the model formulation, the following considerations have been taken into account:

• Each networked enterprise defines a set of objectives, which will be measured
before and after a disruption occurs. The extent into which the objectives are
achieved is measured through KPIs. The enterprises’ aim is to achieve the maxi-
mum level of each KPI (what means to minimise the performance reduction), and to
obtain, as fast and at lowest costly possible, the maximum levels of network per-
formance in the recovery phase and in the long term, once a potential disruptive
event occurs.

• A set of proactive strategies is formulated by each network enterprise, with the main
objective of dealing with future potential disruptions and minimise the performance
loss of the defined objectives (KPIs). The strategies are devoted to improve the
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performance level of each KPI, and consequently to improve the network
performance.

• The use of KPIs allows computing the increase/decrease of the network and
enterprises performance when a specific set of strategies is activated.

• Not all the proactive strategies formulated will be activated; the enterprises will only
carry out those that are aligned.

The SASM will allow analysing, describing, explaining, simulating, assessing,
monitoring and predicting misalignments among the strategies specifically those for-
mulated to deal with disruptions. Moreover, the simulation model is proposed as a
supporting tool for the enterprise decision makers, to identify which proactive strate-
gies to activate in order to obtain higher levels of alignment, and consequently of
performance, not only at the intra-enterprise level but also with the rest of enterprises of
the network, that is the inter-enterprise level. In the light of this, recovery time and cost
will be reduced, increasing the levels of resilience of both the enterprises and the
network.

System Dynamics Method (SD). Solving the strategies alignment model through
analytical methods implies to face tedious procedures involving large number of iter-
ations. For that reason the use of the SD method is considered. SD method, outlined by
Forrester [16], allows to analyse the characteristics of the feedbacks of the represented
system (CN), allowing to understand how the elements, belonging to the system,
interact with each other, influencing in its performance. Generally, SD allows to
understand the causal relationships of systems’ behaviour by bringing together sets of
elements that are interrelated in such a way that a change in one element affects a whole
series of elements [17]. In the context of strategies alignment, SD allows representing
the influences that the activated strategies have on the KPIs level. The relations of
influences are represented in the SASM. Depending on the strategies activated, the
KPIs level will be positively or negatively influenced. In the particular scenario con-
sidered in this paper, the SD method allows to simulate all the elements of the system
(proactive strategies formulated, objectives defined and their relations) by simulta-
neously changing the decision variables, which are defined by (i) the units of strategies
to activate (u_Sis) and (ii) the time when to activate them (ti_Sis). This will enable the
SASM to identify the proactive strategies appropriate to be activated, so that positive
influences are obtained in all the KPIs defined by all the networked enterprises

The causal loop diagram allows representing the elements and relationships of the
modelled system, based on an influence on effects (+ and − loops) [17]. The flow
diagram translates the information depicted in the causal loop diagram into a termi-
nology that helps writing equations in the computer. The representation of the flow
diagram involves classifying the parameters and variables defined in the model into
stock variables (which are a mental photograph of the system), flow variables (elements
determining the variation of levels), parameters and auxiliary variables (Table 1 and
Fig. 2). The equations used to model the SASM are formulated in Table 2 from the SD
method perspective, a general notation has been considered.

Thus, the strategies alignment process is modelled using the SD method. The
simulation software used to represent the SASM in the SD simulation approach is
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Table 1. Stock, flow, parameter and auxiliary variables in the SASM

 

KPIixk

c_Sis

d1_Sis

d2_Sis

d4_Sis

Threshold_KPIixk

Wixk

bi Sis_mu

tf_Sisd3_Sis

u_Sis

ti_Sis

val_Sis_KPIixk

Inf_Sis_KPIixk curve_KPIixk

KPIixk_T

curve_KPIixk_T

Fulfill_KPIixk_min

KPI_i

KPI_GLOBAL
slope_Sis_KPIixk

KPIixk_min

Fig. 2. SASM: flow diagram
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AnyLogic [18]. The optimiser package included in AnyLogic software allows to obtain
the best set of parameters solutions while the system generates multiple scenarios in the
simulation tool. AnyLogic uses the built-in OptQuest optimizer to search for the best
solution, given the objective function, constraints, requirements, and parameters
(decision variables). Supports objective values that are based on experimentation
through the General Replication Algorithm. The optimization process enables the
finding of the optimal combination of decision variables that maximise the network
performance (KPI_GLOBAL): (i) the units of strategies to activate u_Sis and (ii) the
time when to activate them ti_Sis. The application of the SASM in the context of supply
network disruptions will allow to support enterprises in the collaborative decision
making process of selecting proactive strategies to be activated, in order to be aligned,
with the main aim of reducing the loss of performance as well as the time and cost of
recovery when a disruption occurs.

Table 2. Equations for the SASM in SD
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4 Illustrative Example

In this section, an illustrative example is presented in order to demonstrate the appli-
cation of the SASM to deal with disruptive events and enhance resilience and agility in
the CN and its enterprises. In this example, two enterprises are considered acquiring the
roles of supplier (enterprise 1) and manufacturer (enterprise 2). Each enterprise defines
two proactive strategies in order to deal with a production process disruption due to the
interruption of material supply caused by a machine breakdown in the supplier plant
(the supplier cannot provide the required products with the requirements specified by
the focal company) [13].

Supplier

• Strategy 1(S11): Increase the level of Safety Stock
• Strategy 2(S12): Total Productive Maintenance

Manufacturer

• Strategy 1(S21): Increase Suppliers Base
• Strategy 2(S22): Increase the level of Safety Stock

Moreover, each enterprise defines two KPIs to measure the influence that the
strategies have on the recovery phase. These indicators are related to the cost and the
time of recovery for each of the enterprises participating in the CN. Accordingly KPI111
(of the supplier) and KPI211 (of the manufacturer) refer to the reduction of recovery
cost (KPIi11 ¼ recoveryCostt�1�recoveryCostt

recoveryCostt�1
) and KPI121 (of the supplier) and KPI221 (of

the manufacturer) refer to the reduction of recovery time (KPIi21 ¼
recoveryTimet�1�recoveryTimet

recoveryTimet�1
). Table 3 shows all the data required by SASM. First, the

budget that each enterprise owns to activate the proactive strategies is defined.
Regarding the strategies characterisation, the activation cost of the strategies and the
duration parameters are estimated by the enterprises. With respect to the performance

Table 3. Illustrative example: data
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indicators, the weight and the threshold values are given. Finally, the values of
influence are estimated by each enterprise (val_Sis_KPIixk).

In this case, the collaborative scenario modelled takes into account all the values of
influence. Considering the data provided and introducing this data in the SASM sim-
ulation software (AnyLogic) in which the SASM is modelled, the optimisation
experiment is done to obtain the decision variables that maximise the network per-
formance level (KPI_GLOBAL). The results of the decision variables concerning
(i) the units of strategies to activate u_Sis and (ii) the time when to activate them ti_Sis
are shown in Fig. 3. The result of the collaborative scenario shows that, in order to have
an efficient recovery and increase the levels of resilience and agility of the network, the
supplier must activate the two defined strategies. The activation time of the supplier’s
strategies will be ti_S11 = 0.162 and ti_S12 = 0.063, considering that the unit refers to
one year, strategy S11 will be initialised at the day 59 (0.162 · 365days) and strategy
S12 will be initialised at the day 23, from the beginning of the year. Whilst, the
manufacturer must only activate the strategy S22 at the day 59’5.

Table 4 presents a comparison of the results obtained in the collaborative scenario
with those obtained in the non-collaborative scenario, in both cases using the SASM. In
the non-collaborative scenario the supplier only considers his own estimated values of
influence, without considering how the strategies formulated by the manufacturer
influence the performance level of his own indicators (shaded with grey in Table 3); the
same happens to the manufacturer. In this regard, the non-collaborative scenario only
considers intra-enterprise influences. The collaborative scenario is a more realistic one
considering both intra and inter-enterprise influences, in which the supplier not only
considers his own estimated values of influence, but also considers how the strategies
formulated by the manufacturer influence the performance level of his own indicators,
the same happens to the manufacturer.

From Table 4, it can be concluded that in the proposed illustrative example, the
optimised solution of the collaborative scenario generates a level of network perfor-
mance significantly higher than the performance resulting from the solution obtained in
the non-collaborative scenario. Moreover, the solution obtained in the
non-collaborative scenario breach the restriction of non-negativity values of KPI111

Fig. 3. SASM: flow diagram
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and KPI121. Whereas that the solution of the collaborative scenario complies with the
non-negativity restriction so that all the performance indicators are larger than 0.
Making collaboratively decisions of which strategies to activate in order to deal with a
certain disruption, using the SASM provides better solutions than if this decision is
performed individually.

The SASM serves as a supporting tool, for enterprises participating in CN, to deal
with disruptive events, so that the activation of aligned proactive strategies involves an
improvement in time and cost of recovery. Consequently, the application of SASM is
an effective tool to increase the resilience and agility of CN in terms of identifying the
aligned strategies that will allow dealing with potential disruptions.

5 Conclusions

This paper proposes the Strategies Alignment Simulation Model (SASM) for aligning
the proactive strategies formulated in order to reduce the recovery time and cost in the
case of a process disruption, in the CN context. It has been proved, in the illustrative
example, that deciding about the activation of aligned strategies from a collaborative
perspective provides better results in terms of disruption recovery time and cost.
Ultimately, the results obtained using the SASM allow increasing the resilience and
agility of the CN. The main drawback considered is the data collection, especially with
respect to the values of influence (val_Sis_KPIixk), which the enterprises have to
estimate. As the enterprise may face up to a disruption that has never occurred, this
estimation could become very difficult. In the light of the results obtained, future

Table 4. SASM comparison of the results: non-collaborative vs. collaborative scenario
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research lines lead to propose guidelines to support enterprises on the data gathering
and sharing along the strategies alignment process. In the collaborative scenario, the
exchange of information is considered a key factor; therefore, future work will be also
devoted to enhance the information sharing process. Finally, the SASM will be applied
in a real case study in order to obtain the proper feedback from the enterprises and
improve the simulation model.
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